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In this paper we are interested in the fibres of proper, normal, integral
curves defined over a valuation ring whose quotient field is algebraically
closed. Our aim is to compare the Euler characteristics of the fibres of two
such curves when there exists a finite morphism between these curves. Our
w xmethod of investigation is similar to that of Youssefi in Y and will rely on
w xthe results from GMP2 concerning curves associated to sets of constant
reductions.
Let K be an algebraically closed field endowed with a valuation ¨ and
valuation ring O . Throughout this paper, by an O -curve we mean an¨ ¨
O -scheme of pure relative dimension 1. Suppose Y and X are proper,¨
normal, integral O -curves. For each P g Spec O we denote the special¨ ¨
fibres by X , respectively Y , and let r , respectively s , be the numberP P P P
of irreducible components. The normalisation is denoted by X X , respec-P
tively Y X . We show that:P
 .1 The special fibres of X are connected.
 .2 There exists a proper, normal, integral O -cur¨ e C and a surjecti¨ e¨
 .O -morphism C ª X contraction , such that the generic fibres are isomor-¨
phic and the closed fibre of C is well adjusted, and so in particular prestable.1
1 A curve defined over an algebraically closed field is said to be well adjusted if it is
reduced connected, and has non-singular irreducible components which intersect in ordinary
double points, and any pair of components meet each other in at most one point. If we omit
the condition that any pair of components meet each other in at most one point the curve is
called prestable. For the terminology concerning well-adjusted models see the paper of
w x w xChinburg and Rumely in GOS, p. 3 or R, p. 103 .
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 .3 If f : X ª Y is a finite morphism of O -cur¨ es, then for each¨
P g Spec O¨
x X X y x X y r G x Y X y x Y y s , .  .  .  .P P P P P P
 .where x is the Euler characteristic.
w xIn GMP2 we showed that all proper, normal, integral O -curves are¨
uniquely characterized by the generic points of the irreducible components
of their closed fibres and moreover, are O -isomorphic to the normalisa-¨
tions of P1 with respect to suitable extensions of function fields. ThisO¨
characterization, which we recall in Section 1, enables us to find an affine
covering of X by two affine schemes in such a way that one of them
contains all but finitely many points and the omitted points are regular on
 .  .their respective fibres. Consequently 1 and 2 can be reformulated as
w xproperties of the corresponding affine ring. In GMP1 we studied such
rings and their reductions. Expanding on the methods developed there in
the model theory of valued function fields we show that these statements
can be reduced to elementary assertions in the language of valued fields.
 .  .  .For K, ¨ the algebraic closure of a local field 1 is well known and 2 is
easily deduced; see, for example, Chinburg's paper ``Minimal Models for
w x w x w xCurves over Dedekind Rings'' in CS as well as DM , AW , and the paper
w xof Chinburg and Rumely in GOS . Hence using the model completeness
w xof the algebraically closed valued fields Rob , they are true in general.
 .Result 3 comparing the Euler characteristics of the special fibres is
 .  .proved using 1 and 2 , a contraction lemma for such O -curves, and the¨
fact that the Euler characteristic of each of the fibres is equal to that of
 .the generic fibre. The method of proof we have followed in 3 is suggested
by Youssefi's proof of the relative genus inequality for valued function
w xfields in Y , where he studied the singularities of analytic reductions of
curves in the context of rigid analytic geometry. The relative genus
 .inequality also follows as a direct application of 3 and asserts:
 . < <Let K, ¨ be an algebraically closed ¨alued field, F K and E K function
fields in one ¨ariable o¨er K with E ; F. Let V be a finite set of constant
reductions of E prolonging ¨ and suppose W is a set of prolongations of V to
F.2 Then the genera of the function fields and the respecti¨ e residue fields Ev,
v g V, and Fw, w g W, satisfy the relati¨ e genus inequality
g y g G g y g G 0. F F w E Ev
wgW vgV
2 Concerning the terminology, a constant reduction of E prolonging ¨ is a valuation v
<which prolongs ¨ and satisfies the condition that the residue fields Ev K¨ also form a
function field in one variable.
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<As a corollary one deduces that if w is a good reduction of F K and
< <v s w , then v is a good reduction of E K.E
Note that it is sufficient to prove the result for W the full set of
prolongations of V to F, for otherwise the inequality is better.
Youssefi proved the result above in stages, first by reducing the problem
 .to the case where K, ¨ has finite rank and then by a combinatorial
argument to rank 1; in the latter case rigid analytic geometry is used to
prove the theorem.
In the rank 1 case it is possible to pass to the completion. Here the main
steps needed to prove the result are:
 .i To each of the function fields equipped with constant reductions
 .  .F, W and E, V one can associate analytic reductions of the associated
non-singular projective curves over K which are connected and have Euler
 w xcharacteristics the same as those of the function fields by GAGA see F ,
w x.Ko .È
 .ii The assertion of the theorem giving the desired inequality is
reformulated in terms of the analytic reductions as a comparison between
the differences of the Euler characteristics of the analytic reductions and
their normalisations. This leads to an investigation of the singularities.
Because there is a finite morphism between the curves associated to
 .  .F, W and E, V one could hope to obtain a comparison of the singular-
ity contribution using Hurwitz' formula. However, it is not by such a direct
method that the comparison is made.
 .iii Instead the comparison is made by first passing to a much
 .simpler situation the prestable model by blowing up at the singularities.
Then analysis of what has happened in doing so, together with a direct
proof of the prestable case by comparing the characteristics of the corre-
sponding graphs, leads to the result.
 .We show that the method followed in iii above is general and can be
 .applied directly in the algebraic context of O -curves to prove 3 . The¨
relationship to the function fields equipped with constant reductions
 .  .F, W and E, V is given by the characterization theorem for proper,
normal, integral O -curves discussed in Section 1. Concerning these curves¨
we need:
 .a to know that the Euler characteristic of each of the fibres is
equal to that of the function field of the O -curve;¨
 .b to know that the fibres are connected;
 .c a contraction lemma for such O -curves having isomorphic generic¨
fibres;
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 .d the existence of a prestable O -curve having prescribed contrac-¨
tion.
 .  . w  .The assertions a and c are proved in GMP2, Theorem 1.1 4 , Lemma
x  .  .1.3 . Results b and d are proved in this paper. The section containing
the model theoretic results has been deferred to the end so as not to
interrupt the geometric theme. In this paper all objects are algebraic, no
analytic methods are used, and no reduction steps due to the nature of the
valuation on K are needed.
1. O -CURVES ASSOCIATED TO SETS OF¨
CONSTANT REDUCTIONS
In this section we recall the definition of O -curves associated to sets of¨
constant reductions and collect the results needed for studying the singu-
 .larity contribution of such curves in Section 2. We shall assume that K, ¨
is an algebraically closed valued field throughout.
 < < .Let F K, W ¨ be as in the introduction and suppose f g F is a
W-regular function, that is, a function such that deg f s  deg f w.w g W
w xSince K assumed algebraically closed, by GMP1 we know that W-regular
functions exist in F.
w xX XLet R s O f , with denoting the integral closure in F, and definef ¨
w y1 x w y1 xX w xy1 y1R similarly. Observe that R f s O f , f s R f . The O -ff ¨ f ¨
curve associated to W is defined to be the O -scheme¨
C [ Spec R j Spec R y1W f f
w y1 xXy1obtained by glueing Spec R and Spec R along Spec O f , f . Thesef f ¨
O -curves satisfy the following properties:¨
1.1. Characterization. C is a projective, normal, integral, flat O -W ¨
scheme of pure relative dimension 1 and up to isomorphism is indepen-
dent of the W-regular function used to define it. Further, each proper,
normal, integral O -curve X is isomorphic to an O -curve C for some¨ ¨ W
finite set of constant reductions W of its function field. For a proof see
w xGMP2, Theorem 2.1 .
1.2. Fibres. Unless otherwise stated the proofs of the results discussed
w x w xin this paragraph can be found in GMP1, Sect. 2 , GMP2, Theorem 1.1 .
The generic fibre of C . Let h g Spec O denote the generic point.W ¨
Then the generic fibre C of C is the non-singular projective curve overh W
w xXK having F as function field. More precisely, setting R s K f andf
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w y1 xXy1R s K f in F, we havef
C ( Spec R j Spec R y1 ,h f f
w y1 xXglued along Spec K f , f .
The special fibre of C at the closed point M of Spec O . Let w denoteW ¨
 .  .the inf-norm on F determined by W, i.e., w x s inf w x for x g F.w g W
Set F w [ O rM , where O s F O and M s F M , the intersectionsw w w w w w
being taken over the respective valuation rings and valuation ideals. Then
F w ( O rM s Fw, the product of the residue fields of F withw w
respect to the constant reductions w via the identification x q M ¬ x qw
.  .M . For x g F with w x G 0 we let x w denote its image in F w, and forw w
a subset A : F we denote the image of its elements of inf-norm G 0 by
Aw.
With the above notations the closed fibre C has ring of functions F w,M
and for w g W the fields Fw correspond to the function fields of the
irreducible components of C over K¨ . We haveM
C ( Spec R w j Spec R y1 w,M f f
w y1 xXglued along Spec O f , f w.¨
For P g Spec O , let ¨ , respectively W , be the coarsening of the¨ P P
 .valuation ¨ , respectively constant reductions in W, and set O s O .P ¨ P
Then f is a W -regular function and the associated O -curve is C (P P W P
C = O . The curves C and C have K-isomorphic generic fibresW O P W W¨ P
and the special fiber C of C is O -isomorphic to the closed fibre ofP W P
C .W P
For each P g Spec O the special fibre C of C is reduced and¨ P W
 .  < .connected and has Euler characteristic x C s x F K . Apart from theP
connectedness of the special fibres, which follows by 3.10 of this paper, the
w xproofs of these results can be found in GMP2, Theorem 1.1 .
Ã1.3. Contraction morphism. If W ; W are finite sets of constant reduc-
tions of F prolonging ¨ and C and C are the corresponding O -curves,ÃW W ¨
wthen there exists a surjective O -morphism, C ª C ; see GMP2, LemmaÃ¨ W W
x1.3 .
1.4. Prestable reduction. We begin by recalling the definition of a
prestable curve defined over an algebraically closed field V. A curve X
over V is said to be prestable if it is a reduced, connected, proper scheme
of pure dimension 1 and has only ordinary double points as singularities,
and the irreducible components are non-singular. The curve is called well
adjusted if in addition any pair of irreducible components meet each other
in at most one point.
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 .THEOREM 1.5. Let K, ¨ be an algebraically closed ¨alued field and
 .F, W a family of constant reductions prolonging ¨ . Then there exists a family
ÃW > W of constant reductions prolonging ¨ so that for the associated O -cur¨ es¨
 .i there is a surjecti¨ e O -morphism C ª C , andÃ¨ W W
 .  .ii the closed fibre of C is well adjusted and so also prestable .ÃW
For the proof of this theorem see 3.8.
2. COMPARISON OF THE SINGULARITY CONTRIBUTION
In this section we prove the theorem which compares the singularity
contribution of O -curves under finite morphism:¨
 .THEOREM 2.1. Let K, ¨ be an algebraically closed ¨alued field and
suppose f : X ª Y is a finite O -morphism of proper, normal, integral¨
O -cur¨ es. Then for each P g Spec O¨ ¨
x X X y x X y r G x Y X y x Y y s , .  .  .  .P P P P P P
where r , respecti¨ ely s , is the number of irreducible components of theP P
special fibre X , respecti¨ ely Y and X X , respecti¨ ely Y X is the normalisa-P P P P
tion.
 .Remarks. 1 By 1.1 the O -scheme X , respectively Y , is isomorphic to¨
an O -curve C , respectively C , for some finite set of constant reduc-¨ W V
tions W, respectively V, of its function field F, respectively E. Since the
 .  .morphism C ( X ª Y ( C is finite we have E, V : F, W with WW V
the full set of prolongations of V to F.
 .2 The relative genus inequality follows from the theorem by substi-
tuting the genus formulae
x X X s 1 y g and x X s 1 y g , .  .  .M F w M F
wgW
and similarly for Y , into the inequalityM
x X X y x X y r G x Y X y x Y y s .  .  .  .M M M M M M
 .for the fibres at the closed point M. The genus formulae follow by 1
above and 1.2.
w xProof. Compare Youssefi Y . We first show that in view of 1.2 it
suffices to prove the inequality for the closed point M g Spec O . Indeed,¨
if P g Spec O then by base change we obtain a finite morphism of¨
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proper, normal, integral O -curvesP
C ( X = O ª Y = O ( C .W O P O P VP ¨ ¨ P
For these curves the special fibres at the closed point are O -isomorphicP
to X , respectively Y . Consequently proving the inequality assertion ofP P
the theorem for P g Spec O , is equivalent to proving the corresponding¨
assertion for the fibres of C and C at the closed point of Spec O .W V PP P
For the closed point M g Spec O , the assertion¨
x X X y x X y r G x Y X y x Y y s .  .  .  .M M M M M M
is equivalent to the assertion
d y r G d y s , p M q M
pgX qgYM M
 .X  .Xwhere d s dim O rO and d s dim O rO are the sin-X X Y Yp K ¨ q K ¨M , p M , p M , q M , q
gularity numbers. This is the assertion we shall prove.
Reduction to the case where Y has prestable reduction. In the situation
Ãof the theorem let Y be a prestable curve which contracts to Y , obtained
using Theorem 1.5.
Ã Ã <Suppose Y ( C , for V a set of constant reductions of E K prolongingÃV
Ã Ã Ã¨ and V : V. Let W be the full set of prolongations of V to F and observe
Ã Ãthat W : W. Set X ( C so that we have the following commutativeÃW
diagram of O -morphisms.¨





Ã Ãwith f , f finite and f, f contractions.
Ã Ã ÃWe show that if the theorem is true for f : X ª Y , then it is also true for
f : X ª Y . Thus we assume
ÃX Ã ÃX Ãx X y x X y t G x Y y x Y y n , ) . .  .  .  .M M M M
Ã Ã .  .where t s a W , and n s a V .
Ã Ã Ã ÃTo simplify notations we set X [ X , X [ X , Y [ Y , Y [ Y andM M M M
X X X XÃ Ã Ãdenote the normalisations by X , X , Y , and Y . For each w g W,
Ã ÃX ÃXrespectively v g V, let X , respectively Y , denote the normalisation ofw v
Ã Ãthe irreducible component of X, respectively Y, corresponding to the
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constant reduction w, respectively v. Then
X X XÃ Ãx X s x X q x X . .  . w
ÃwgWRW
X X XÃ Ãx Y s x Y q x Y . .  . v
ÃvgVRV
Ã Ã .  .  .  .and by 1.2, x X s x X and x Y s x Y . We wish to show that
X Xx X y x X y r G x Y y x Y y s . .  .  .  .
Ã .This will be done by using ) above and partitioning the sets V R V and
ÃW R W suitably so as to control the change of characteristic by finite
Ã Ã Ãmorphism. We use f : X ª Y, and without causing ambiguity f : X ª Y, to
denote the respective finite morphisms between the closed fibres.
Partitions:
Ã ÃXV R V s J j J : v g J mx Y s 1 .1 2 1 v
XÃ ÃW R W s I j I j I : w g I mx X s 1 .1 2 3 1 w
X XÃ Ã Ãw g I m'v g J : f X s Y .2 2 w v
X X XÃ Ãn ;w / w f X / Y , .  . /w v
Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃX ÃXwhere f also denotes the lifting of f : X ª Y to X ª Y here. We
deduce
X Xx X y x X y r y x Y y x Y y s .  .  .  . .  .
ÃX Ã ÃX Ãs x X y x X y r y x Y y x Y y s .  .  .  . .  .
ÃX ÃXy x X y x Y .  . w v /
Ã ÃwgWRW vgVRV
ÃX ÃXG t y n y r y s y x X y x Y .  .  .  . w v /
Ã ÃwgWRW vgVRV
s t y r y n y s y a I q a J .  .  .  . .1 1
ÃX ÃX ÃXy x X y x Y y x X .  .  .  w v w /
wgI vgJ wgI2 2 3
s A say . .
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Now
t y r y n y s y a I q a J .  .  .  .1 1
s a I q a I q a I y a J y a J y a I q a J .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 3 1 2 1 1
s a I .3
ÃX ÃX ÃX .  .  .while  x X y  x Y F 0 and  x X F 0. Hencew g I w v g J v w g I w2 2 3
A G 0, completing the proof of the reduction step.
Proof of the theorem when Y has prestable reduction. Here the theorem
is proved directly by verifying the inequality
d y r G d y s . p q
pgX qgY
The problem of comparing the singularity contribution is re-expressed in
terms of the graphs of the curves X and Y via a map between them
induced by f. As Y is prestable the singularities connect distinct compo-
nents and the contribution is 1. This translates into a particularly simple
graph for which it is possible to compare the characteristics directly.
 .i The graphs. To X and Y the associated connected graphs G andX
G are constructed in the usual way: The vertices of each graph corre-Y
spond bijectively to the irreducible components and each pair of vertices
 .¨ , ¨ which may not be distinct is linked by c edges, where c is thei j i j i j
intersection number of the corresponding components.
Observe that since Y is a prestable curve the edges of G correspondY
bijectively to the intersection points of its components thus to the singu-
.larities .
We next restrict our attention to a connected subgraph G of GX
determined as follows: For each singular point p g X, if n is the numberp
of irreducible components passing through p, let G be a minimal con-p
nected subgraph of G whose vertices correspond to the componentsX
through p and edges determined by p. Thus G has exactly n y 1 edges.p p
Let G s D G and note that although G is not unique, as X is con-p p
 .  .nected so is G and Vert G s Vert G .X
 .ii The map f : G ª G . The morphism f : X ª Y induces a mapY
between the graphs G and G as follows:Y
Vertices. Since f : X ª Y is finite each irreducible component of X
 . vertex of G is mapped via f to an irreducible component of Y vertex of
.G . Note that the map on vertices is surjective.Y
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Edges. The map from a subset of the set of edges of G to those of
G is determined by f in the following way. If p g X is a singular pointY
 .with f p s q an intersection point of Y, then the corresponding n y 1p
edges of G are mapped to the unique edge of G corresponding to theY
intersection point q g Y.
For a finite graph G the Euler characteristic is defined by
x G s a Vertices y a Edges . .  .  .
We have
x G s r y n y 1 G r y d , .  . p p
pgX pgX
and
x G s s y a ordinary double points s s y d . . . Y q
qgY
Hence to complete the proof of the theorem we need to verify that
 .  .x G G x G . However, this result is deduced directly using the map f :Y
w xG ª G and the simple nature of the graph G ; see Y, Lemma 2 .Y Y
3. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF O -CURVES¨
 .Let K, ¨ be an algebraically closed valued field with valuation ring O .¨
In this section we shall show that the following statements expressing
properties of proper, normal, integral O -curves can be expressed by¨
elementary assertions in the language of valued fields. From now on
whene¨er we speak of O -cur¨ es we implicitly assume they are proper, normal,¨
and integral.
 .a Each O -curve, C , has connected closed fibre.¨
 .b Let s G 1 and C be a projective, non-singular, integral K-curve
of genus g. Then there exists an O -curve C with generic fibre C and¨
closed fibre C having s irreducible components, and prescribed numericalM
data and configuration determined by the singularities. See the explanation
.below.
 .c Let t G s G 1 and X be an O -curve whose closed fibre has s¨
irreducible components. Then there exists an O -curve C and a surjective¨
 .O -morphism C ª X contraction , such that the generic fibres are iso-¨
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morphic, and the closed fibre of C has at most t irreducible components
and prescribed numerical data and configuration determined by the singu-
larities.
In each case we shall show that the class E of all algebraically closed
 .  .  .  .valued fields K, ¨ for which a , b , or c is true is closed with respect to
w xultraproducts and subultrapowers. Then by CK, Theorem 4.1.12, p. 173 , it
 .  .  .follows that E is an elementary class and statement a , b , or c can be
expressed as an elementary assertion in the language of valued fields. A
posteriori, after one shows that E is non-empty, it follows that it is the
.class of all algebraically closed valued fields in each case.
 .  .In b and c above, by prescribed numerical data associated to a closed
point of C we mean the codimension of the corresponding local ring inM
its normalisation as well as the data determined by the multiplicities,
degrees, and prime decomposition of the corresponding ideal in the
normalisation. In particular these data determine whether a point is
singular or regular, and if singular whether it is branched, a double point,
or a cusp. By the configuration of C determined by the singularities weM
mean the following: Let S be the set of singular points of C and for eachM
x g S let A be the set of irreducible components of C passing throughx M
x. Then by the configuration of C determined by S we mean the finiteM
 . < 4set of pairs x, A x g S . We shall speak of the singularity configurationx
of C . Thus from the singularity configuration one can read off theM
irreducible components passing through a given singular point as well as
determine whether any two components meet in at most one point.
Combining this information with the singularity data one can decide
whether the irreducible components are non-singular.
3.1. Let C be an O -curve with function field F and V be the set of¨
constant reductions prolonging ¨ which determine it.
w xWe now recall that in this situation, by GMP1, Proposition 2.5 , there
exists a V-regular function h of degree bounded by some positi¨ e real ¨alued
 .function only depending on g and a V , such thatF
X< <x R v [ x F v K¨ y dim R v rR v s x F K . .  .  .  .h h h
  < .  < . .By definition x F v K¨ s  x Fv K¨ .v g V
Considering the affine cover of C determined by h we obtain
C ( Cv [ Spec R v j Spec R y1 v,M h h
 .  < .  .  .and x Cv s x F K . Therefore as x R v s x Cv the finitely manyh
points of Cv omitted from Spec R v are regular points. There is a bijectiveh
correspondence between the generic points of the irreducible components
of Cv and the minimal primes of R v, which in turn are in one to oneh
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correspondence with the set of constant reductions V. The number of
minimal primes a given maximal ideal of R v contains corresponds to theh
number of irreducible components passing through the corresponding
closed point of Spec R v ; Cv.h
3.2. Next we recall certain definitions and facts from the model theory
 i i.of valued fields. Let K , ¨ be a family of algebraically closed valuedig I
fields and U a non-principal ultrafilter of the index set I. Recall that a
statement is said to hold locally, if the set of indices i for which it holds is
 i. icontained in U. Let c be a family of real numbers. We say that c isi
< i <locally bounded if a positive real bound c ) 0 exists so that locally c F c.
 .  i i. <Suppose K, ¨ s  K , ¨ rU and F K is a function field in onei
i < i < wvariable. Let F K be local representatives for F K as defined in P,
x U i U .iproof of 3.5 . Then locally g s g and if F s  F rU, then F s F .F F i fin
For each i suppose v i is a constant reduction prolonging ¨ i to F i. Then
U <  i . <  i < i i.v s v s v rU is a constant reduction of F and F K , v areF F
 < .called local representatives for F K, v . Conversely if v is any constant
w xreduction of F prolonging ¨ then by GMP1, Lemma 1.2 , there always
 < .exist local representatives for F K, v .
We are interested in studying the situation where for each i g I, F i is
equipped with finitely many constant reductions prolonging ¨ i,
i i < i i iV s v 1 F k F s and v s inf v 4k k
k
with the s i locally bounded so that without loss of generality we can
i  i . < U <assume s s s for all i. For each k, 1 F k F s, let v s v rU s v ,F Fk k k
 < 4set V s v 1 F k F s and v s inf v . From the discussion below it willk k k
follow that the ¨aluations v are all distinct constant reductions.k
w x iBy GMP1, Theorem 3.1, Proposition 2.5 , for each i, F possesses a
V i-regular function hi g F i of degree bounded by some positi¨ e real ¨alued
function only depending on g i s g and s, such thatF F
Xi i i i i i i i i i i i< <i i ix R v [ x F v K ¨ y dim R v rR v s x F K . .  . .  .h h h
Therefore locally deg hi s d, say, and so again without loss of generality
i  i i.  i < i.iwe can assume that for all i, deg h s d and x R v s x F K sh
 < .x F K .
 i.Let h s h rU, an element of F, and V be the set of prolongations ofh
 . wthe functional valuation ¨ on K h to F. Then by GMP1, proof ofh
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x U <Lemma 1.2 , if v g V it follows that v s v s v , for some k, 1 F k F s.Fh k k
 . XThus V s V and h is a V-regular function. Suppose a V s s F s. Thenh
locally
sX s
i i i i ideg hv s deg hv s deg h s deg h s deg h v s deg h v , k k
ks1 ks1
the first and last equalities following by V, V i-regularity. Now for each k
 i i . i iwe have Fv :  F v rU , so locally deg hv F deg h v . Hence fromk i k fin k k
the equalities above it follows that sX s s, locally deg hv s deg hiv i andk k
 i i .consequently that Fv s  F v rU .k i k fin
Obser¨ ation. As a consequence of Corollary 3.5 we will see that also
 .  < .x R v s x F K .h
LEMMA 3.3. In the situation abo¨e
Fv s F iv irU and F v s F i v irU , k k /  /
i ifin fin
 i. i iwhere in the second case finite means the set of elements x g  F v rUi
i  i i i . i iisuch that if x s x , x , . . . , x / 0 then deg x s  deg x is locally1 2 s x / 0 kk
bounded.
Proof. The first equality has been proved above and the second fol-
 i i . s  i i .lows from the observation that  F v rU s   F v rU si fin ks1 i k fin
s Fv s F v.ks1 k
 .  i i < i i.Remarks. 1 From the lemma it follows that locally, x F v K ¨ sk
 < .  .i ix Fv K¨ i.e., g s g .k F v F vk k
 .2 Let C be the set of all constant reductions of F prolonging ¨F , ¨
on K and define C i i correspondingly for the local representativesF , ¨
i <  i i. i  .F K , ¨ . Let V, V be as in the discussion above. Then by 1 it follows
that V contains all ¨ g C such that g / 0 iff locally the same is trueF , ¨ F v
for the V i.
i  i. i iDi¨ isors. For each i g I we set D s h s  e P , the pole divisor` m m m
i i i of h g F . Then locally the number of e / 0 is the same, say l becausem
i .the deg h are equal . Ordering them and renumbering if necessary, i.e.,
ei F ei F ??? F ei, we deduce that locally the ei and deg P i are the1 2 l m m
same.
 i .   i < i. .  < .Next we set P s P rU g  Div F K rU s Div F K , them m i fin
w x  . llast equality following by P , for example. Then D s h s  e P` ms1 m m
 i. l i  .and locally h s  e P this is also true for the zeros .` ms1 m m
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<  .For the divisors nD of F K, n g N, we shall use the notation L nD
  . 4to denote the K-vector space f g F: f F nD in the sense of`
Riemann-Roch, and similarly for the divisors nDi of the function fields
i < iF K .
PROPOSITION 3.4. In the situation abo¨e
 .  .  .i1 R [ D L nD s  R rU .D n i D fin
 .  i .i2 R v s  R v rU .D i D fin
 .  .Proof. To verify 1 and 2 above we first need to establish that:
 .  .  i.i L nD s  L nD rU,i
 .  .  i. iii L nD v s  L nD v rU for n fixed.i
 .  .The proof of i together with its application in establishing 1 follows
w xdirectly from the definitions and P , loc. cit.
 . i i  i.To prove ii : Let B be a v -valuation basis for L nD . Such a basis
w x iexists by GMP1, p. 133, Observation . Write B s  B rU and observei
that it is v-valuation independent. Hence locally
a B F dim nD s dim nDi s a B i ; .  .
 .  i.  .i.e., we have equality as locally a B s a B . This proves ii .
 .Proof of 2 : First, to simplify the notations we set R s R v andD
i i  i. i  .iR s R v s D L nD v for each i. Using ii above it is clear thatD n
U . U i U .R : R , where R s  R rU. We claim R s R .fin i fin
U . i i  i i.  i i < i i.Showing R = R : Let D v s h v g Div F v K ¨ and recallfin `
i w xthat by the choice of h using 2.4 from GMP1 we have
L nDi v i [ M i s L nDi v i .  .
for fixed M i and all n greater than something depending only on g iF
 .s g locally , say n .F 0
We first show that for any x ii g R i there exists a representative x i g R iv D
 .iof degree bounded by something depending on g s g locally andF F
i i  i i . i ii i i ideg x , where for x s x , . . . , x / 0, deg x s  deg x . Let nv v 1 s v x / 0 k 1ki  i. iibe the minimal integer such that x g L n D v and suppose n y 1 Gv 1 1
n . Since0
L n Di v i [ M i s L n Di v i .  .1 1
and
L n y 1 Di v i [ M i s L n y 1 Di v i .  . .  .1 1
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it follows that
L n Di v i l L n y 1 Di v i s L n y 1 Di v i. .  . .  .  .1 1 1
 i. i  . i i.Indeed if a g L n D v l L n y 1 D v then a s b q m with b g1 1
 . i. i i  i. iL n y 1 D v , m g M . But then m s a y b g L n D v so m s 01 1
and the assertion follows. We deduce that
x ii g L n Di v i R L n y 1 Di v i . . .  .v 1 1
Hence
n F deg x ii F n deg Di v i.1 v 1
i i  i. i iiPick x a representative of x in L n D . Then deg x - n deg D . Ifv 1 1
n F n then clearly deg x i F n deg Di. Now deg Di is bounded by some-1 0 0
 . iithing depending only on g s g locally as we have seen . Thus deg x isF F
bounded by something depending only on deg x ii and g .v F
U  i . i ii iFinally, suppose x s x rU g  R rU, with deg x - c locally.v v i v
Then by the paragraph above for some fixed n large enough, locally
i  i. i  . i  i.ix g L nD v . Further we can pick x rU with x g L nD locally ofv i
degree bounded by something depending only on c and g . HenceF
x i rU g R irU s R .  D D /
i fin
i .  .iand consequently x rU g R, completing the proof of 2 .v
 i .COROLLARY 3.5. Let R s P R rU be as defined abo¨e. Theni fin
 . ii R has no idempotents iff locally for each i, R has no idempotents.
 .ii The numerical data determined by the multiplicities, degrees, and
prime decompositions in the integral closure of the singularities of R are the
same as the corresponding data for the singularities of R i locally.
 .iii The singularity configuration of Spec R is the same as that of
Spec R i locally.
 .Proof. i This follows directly from the definition.
 .  i.X  X. i iii Let R respectively R be the integral closure of R in F v
 .respectively of R in F v . Then
X XXi i i iR s L nD v and R s R rU . .  .  .D  /
i finn
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 i.X i ii i iFor each i let d s dim R rR , the singularity number of R . ThenR K ¨
i i i < i i i < i <ix R s x F v K ¨ y d s x F K s x F K locally .  . .  .  .R
 i i < i i.  < .Now x F v K ¨ s x F v K¨ locally, so consequently the singular-
ity numbers d i are also equal locally. Furthermore as RXrR sR
  i.X i. . R rR rU we havei fin
XX i i
i i id s dim R rR s dim R rR s d .R K ¨ K ¨ R
 .  < .  .  i.locally. Since x R s x F v K¨ y d it follows that also x R s x RR
 .  i. ilocally. Hence locally x R s x R and d s d .R R
i i  i.Let S be the set of singular primes of R ; then since the x R are
locally equal, it follows that locally the Si all have the same cardinality.
The structure and nature of each singular prime Q i g Si are given by thej
i i  i.Xmaximal ideals Q lying over Q in R and their multiplicities. More-k j
over the number of primes Qi as well as their multiplicities and degrees isk
bounded by 2d i. Therefore after renumbering we can suppose that locallyR
one has:
v
i i 4S s Q : 1 F j F n ;j
v
i i i i X .for each Q g S there are exactly m primes Q in R lyingj j jk
i  . i over Q and the multiplicity respectively degree of Q is e respectivelyj jk jk
.d .jk
i i  .Now for Q g S to simplify notation we suppress the index j and
i i.X  i .e1  i .em U i U . UQ R s Q . . . Q set Q s  Q rU, Q s Q , Q s1 m i fin k
i U . Q rU, and Q s Q .i k k k fin
Claim. Q RX s Qe1 . . . Qem. Clearly U Q ;U Qe1 . . .U Qem and so Q s1 m 1 m
U . e1 emQ : Q . . . Q . This impliesfin 1 m
Q RX : Qe1 . . . Qem .1 m
 .  i.iAs d s d locally, we also have d Q s d Q for the singularityR R
contribution, and therefore it follows that we have equality above.
Hence we know there is a bijective correspondence between the set S of
singular primes of R and the corresponding sets Si of R i locally, via the
identification of Q with Q i. Moreover, the numerical data determined by
the singular prime Q is the same as that determined by Q i locally.
 .iii We need to show that the singularity configuration of Spec R is
the same as that of Spec R i locally. As S ( Si via Q ¬ Q i locally, it
suffices to show that there is a bijective correspondence between the
minimal primes of R which correspond to the 1 dimensional irreducible
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. icomponents of Spec R and those of R locally, and that by means of this
correspondence one has A ( A i. Here A , respectively A i , is the setQ Q Q Q
of minimal primes of R, respectively R i, contained in Q, respectively Q i.
From our earlier discussion we know that the sets of constant reductions
V and V i have the same cardinality s locally. Therefore locally the ring R
has the same number of minimal primes as do the rings R i. We now show
that a given singular prime Q of R contains the minimal prime corre-
sponding to the component determined by v g V iff the singular prime Q i
of R i contains the minimal prime corresponding to the component deter-
i i  i .  i . <mined by v g V , where Q s  Q rU and v s v rU .Fi fin
Considered in F v and F i v i one has
XX i i i i
iR s R ; Fv s F v and R s R ; Fv s F v , .   v v
i iv v v v
where R and R ii are Dedekind domains determining affine models forv v
i X   i.X .Fv and Fv . Further since R s  R rU , one deduces that fori fin
 i .ieach v, Rv s  R rU .i v fin
 i .  .Let Q s  Q rU be a singular prime of R so that by ii abovei fin
X e1 em i i.X  i .e1  i .emQ R s Q . . . Q ;  R and locally Q R s Q . . . Q ;1 m v v 1 m
i  i .i i R with Q s  Q rU , 1 F l F m. Taking the projections ontov v l i l fin
the v component, respectively v i component, we see that Q determines al
proper ideal of R iff Qi determines a proper ideal of R ii locally. Hencev l v
Q contains the minimal prime of R corresponding to the component
determined by v iff locally Q i contains the minimal prime of R i corre-
sponding to the component determined by v i. This completes the proof of
 .iii .
Remark. From the corollary above it follows that for the order R v ; F vh
 .  .  < .  .  i i.irecall R s R v , x R v s x F K , as locally x R v s x R v sh h h h
 i < i.  < .x F K s x F K .
Obser¨ ation 3.6. The arguments and results in 3.2 through 3.5 apply
 i i.equally when we start with a family of valued fields K , ¨ , notig I
necessarily algebraically closed, provided that for the local representatives
 i < i i < i. i iF K , V ¨ there exist V -regular functions t of locally bounded
w xdegree. For then by GMP1, Corollary 2.7 , it is still possible to find a
V i-regular function hi of degree bounded by a positive real valued func-
tion depending only of g i s g , and deg t i F c, say, such thatF F
X< <x R v [ x F v K v y dim R v rR v s x F K . .  .  .  .h h h
Following this observation the proofs proceed as before. We shall need
this generalisation when discussing the relative case in 3.9.
 .  .  .We return to the classes E of valued fields satisfying a , b , and c .
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THEOREM 3.7. Each of the classes E of algebraically closed ¨alued fields
 .  .  .satisfying either a , b , or c is closed under ultraproducts and subultrapow-
ers.
 i i.  .  i i.Proof. Ultraproducts. Let K , ¨ g E and K, ¨ s  K , ¨ rUig I i
for U a non-principal ultrafilter of the index set I.
 .a Suppose C is an O -curve and let F be the function field with V¨
the associated set of constant reductions prolonging ¨ and h a V-regular
 .function of degree bounded by something depending only on g and a VF
such that the finitely many points of the closed fibre Cv omitted from
Spec R v are regular. We show that R v has no idempotents.h h
 i < i i.  < . iLet F K , V be local representatives for F K, V , h the corre-
i  i. isponding V -regular functions, with h s h rU, and C the correspond-V
ing O i-curve which has connected closed fibre Cv i by assumption. Now¨
 .  i. iix Cv s x R v so that the finitely many points of Cv omitted fromi h
Spec R i v i are regular. Therefore R i v i has no idempotents for each i.h h
Using Proposition 3.4 and Corollary 3.5 we conclude that R v has noh
 .idempotents and hence that Cv is connected and K, ¨ g E.
 .b Let s G 0 and C be a non-singular irreducible projective K-curve
with function field F of genus g.
 i < i. <For each i let F K be local representatives for F K. Then locally
g i s g. Since K i g E for each i, there exists an O i-curve C i with closedF ¨ V
fibre having s irreducible components and prescribed numerical data and
configuration determined by the singularities.
 . Let V respectively h be the constant reductions of F respectively
. i  i.V-regular function determined by the V respectively h as in 3.2. Then
using 3.4 and 3.5 we deduce that the closed fibre of the O -curve C has¨ V
the same numerical data and configuration determined by the singularities
 .ias those of the curves C locally. Hence K, ¨ g E.V
 .  .c This is proved along the same lines as those for b above.
 .Subultrapowers. Let K, ¨ be given and suppose there exists an ultra-
 .  .power K, © g E. We need to show that K, ¨ g E.
 .a Suppose C is an O -curve with function field F, V the associated¨
set of constant reductions, h a V-regular function of degree bounded by
 .something depending only on g and s s a V , such that the finitelyF
many points of Cv omitted from Spec R v are regular.h
U I U .  < 4Let F s F rU, F s F s FK, and V s v 1 F k F s with v sfin k k
 . <  .v rU . By the method of 3.2, h s h rU is a V-regular function andFk
 .  < .x R v s x F K . Hence for the O -curve C the finitely many points ofh © V
its closed fibre omitted from Spec R v are regular. Therefore, by assump-h
tion R v has no idempotents and consequently neither does R v. Henceh h
 .Cv is connected and K, ¨ g E.
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 .b Let s G 1 and C be a non-singular irreducible projective K-curve
U .with function field F of genus g, and suppose F s F as above. Asfin
 .K,© g E there exists an O -curve C for some set of constant reductions© V
V, whose closed fibre has prescribed numerical data and configuration
 i.determined by the singularities. Let h s h rU be a V-regular function
 .  < . i < isuch that x R v s x F K . For each i set V s V . Then locally h isFh
i  i.  < .ia V -regular function of F and x R v s x F K . Hence locally theh
closed fibre of the O -curve C i has only finitely many regular points¨ V
 i. ii iomitted from Spec R v . Now by 3.5 locally Spec R v has the sameh h
numerical data and configuration determined by the singularities as does
Spec R v. Hence there exists i so that the O -curve C i has closed fibreh ¨ V
with s irreducible components and the corresponding numerical data and
 .configuration determined by the singularities. Therefore K, ¨ g E.
 .  .c The proof is similar to that of b above.
 .COROLLARY 3.8. Let K, ¨ be an algebraically closed ¨alued field and X
an O -cur¨ e. Then there exists an O -cur¨ e C and a surjecti¨ e O -morphism,¨ ¨ ¨
C ª X , such that the generic fibres are isomorphic and the closed fibre of C
is prestable, respecti¨ ely well adjusted.
Proof. We first observe that if X has function field F and special fibre
X having s irreducible components then the singularity contributionM
 < . d is bounded above by r [ s y x F K .pg X pM
 .In the classical case, when K, ¨ is the algebraic closure of a local field,
by blowing up repeatedly there exists an O -curve C , with¨
v generic fibre isomorphic to that of X ,
v prestable, respectively well-adjusted, special fibre having t irre-
ducible components, where t is bounded by an integer depending only on r
and s.
v a surjective morphism C ª X .
 .The general case now follows by c above and the fact that the class of
all algebraically closed valued fields is model complete.
3.9. In this paragraph we show that ultraproducts can also be used to
show that the properties discussed in 3.6 can already be deduced at the finite
le¨el.
Ä .Let L, ¨ be a valued field and L be a fixed algebraic closure with
i Ä .prolongation ¨ . Let L be the family of all finite extensions of L in LÄ i
i < iand set ¨ s ¨ . Next suppose U is a non-principal ultrafilter on theÄ L
i U i U i Ä U .index set of the L , and set L s  L rU and ¨ s ¨ rU. Then L ¨ Li
U <and ¨ s ¨ .Ä ÄL
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< i iSuppose E L is a function field in one variable and set E s EL and





i ÄNext let t g E and V , V , and V be the sets of prolongations of thet t t
i i Äfunctional valuations ¨ , ¨ , and ¨ to E, E , and EL. For each i,Ät t t
 i.a V F deg t, and so these sets have locally bounded cardinality. Thust L
 i.without loss of generality we can assume a V s s F deg t for all i. Fort L
 i . < U  4given k, 1 F k F s, set w s v rU and W s w : 1 F k F s . WeE Lk k t k
Ä Ä Ä<  .  .have W s V and a W s a V . Now t is a V -regular function and soÄELt t t t t
deg t s deg tv .ÄÄ L k
k
Further  deg tv s  deg tw and locally deg tw s deg tv i and deg tÄk k k k k k *L
s deg i t. It follows that locally for iL
deg t s degU t s deg i t G deg tv i s deg tw s deg tv .ÄÄ   L L L k k k
k k k
i i Ä .  .Consequently locally for i, t is a V -regular function and a V s a V .t t t
Using the observations above together with 3.6 one easily deduces that
Ä X Ä i X i Äw x w xifor R s O t ; EL and R s O t ; E , locally for i the rings R v andÄt ¨ t ¨ tÄ
R i v i have the same properties. In particular locally,t
i i Äv R v has idempotents if and only if R v does:Ät t
i i Äv the singularities of R v are of the same kind as those of R v.Ät t
 .COROLLARY 3.10. Let K, ¨ be an algebraically closed ¨alued field and
X an O -cur¨ e. Then the closed fibre of X is connected.¨
 .Proof. By 3.7 a the result will follow provided it is true in the classical
 .case for K, ¨ the algebraic closure of a local field.
Ä .We briefly discuss this case: Let L, ¨ be a valued algebraic closure of aÄ
Ä . local field L, ¨ and X be an O -curve. By blowing up adding compo-Ä¨
Ä.nents to the special fibre we obtain an O -curve Y , which can be realizedÄ¨
as the base extension of some proper, normal integral, regular O X-curve¨
 X X.  .XY , for O the valuation ring of some finite extension L , ¨ of L, ¨ with¨
X < X¨ s ¨ .Ä L
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w xBy CS, p. 323, Lemma 7.1 , Y has connected special fibre, and applying
X X Ä .3.9 with L , ¨ suitably chosen, we deduce that Y has connected special
Ä Ä Äfibre. As Y ª X is surjective it follows that X has connected special fibre.
 .Obser¨ ation. We conclude the paper with the observation that if K, ¨
<is an algebraically closed valued field, F K is a function field of genus
g ) 1 and C f C is the unique stable O -curve with function field F,V ¨
then v g C R V « g s 0; i.e., C is a model for F over O whoseF , ¨ F v ¨
closed fibre contains all irreducible components of geometric genus greater
 .than zero. In the classical case when K, ¨ is the algebraic closure of a
 .local field this result is well known. The general case follows from 3.7 b ,
the remark following 3.3, and the model completeness of the algebraically
closed valued fields.
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